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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

Figure 1:  Topographical distribution of average theta activity between sample-word 

offset and test-word onset (memory maintenance interval) for visible and invisible 

conditions.  

Visible condition (Visible - Control visible trials), invisible condition (Invisible - 

Control invisible trials). A Fourier transform was computed over a 467 ms window, 

corresponding to the memory maintenance interval. Then, the Fourier coefficients 

corresponding to the theta frequency that showed higher amplitude (5 and 6 Hz) were 

added over trials and subjects to generate a topographical map of theta activity. An 

increase in theta activity is observable in frontal electrodes (Electrodes: F31, F3IP, F3S, 

F3SS, C3A, Fp2SL, Fp2S, F8S, F41, F4s) only in the visible condition (p<.05). 

 

Figure 2:  Spectral power and phase synchrony in the visible + light effect condition and 

the light effect condition. 

Visible + light effect condition (Visible - Invisible trials), light effect condition (Control 

visible - Control invisible trials). X- axis represents time and y-axis frequency. The color 

scale indicates amplitude expressed in SD, calculated over a 500-ms baseline. 0 is the 

onset of the first mask. Vertical lines indicate sample-word and test-word presentation. 

(a) Time-frequency plot. A phase of increased gamma-power emission is observed in 

the visible + light effect condition. The power peaks at 20 ms after test-word 

presentation between 60 – 75 Hz (F(1,14) = 6.875; p=.022). 
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(b) Phase-synchrony. Two periods of increased phase synchrony were found only in the 

visible + light effect condition. The first peak appears at 80 ms after sample-word 

presentation, between 50- 57 Hz (F(1,14) = 5.806; p=.033). The second peak occurs 10 

ms after test-word presentation between 75-80 Hz (F(1,14) = 8.811; p=.012).  

Figure 3: Distribution of phase differences between two pairs of electrodes maximally 

active during the synchronization period 

Panels (a)(b) show the phase distribution for the raw visible and raw invisible condition 

(without subtracting its corresponding control conditions). Y-axis represent number of 

cases and x-axis represent phase differences in radians.  

Panels (c)(d) show the phase distribution for the visible minus control-visible condition 

and the invisible minus control-invisible condition. These are the conditions referred in 

the paper as ‘visible’ and ‘invisible’. 

Panels (a)(c) show the phase difference distribution between the electrodes M1 and right 

central (C4IA).  

Panels (b)(d) show the phase difference distribution between the electrodes M1 and 

right parietal (T4A1).  

These distributions show that volume conduction does not explain the neural 

synchronization found. Volume conduction would show as distributions narrowly 

centered on zero and pi (see main text for details). Contrary to this, the empirical 

distributions are scattered and centered on a non-zero value (a,b).  

Panels c,d: Visible condition (red line) show preferred phase difference centered around 

45 degrees, suggesting that neural synchronization occurs within stable communication 
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delays. In contrast, the invisible condition (blue line) does not show any preferred phase 

difference suggesting that the activity between these two sensors was uncoupled. 


